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Variation in endangered languages or languages in shift may seem a “dismal patchwork 

of inconsistencies” (Dorian 1973), and previous studies have demonstrated that there is no clear 
correlation between this variation and social groups (Mougeon and Beniak 1989) or social 
context or style (Dorian 1994). Variants are generated as obligatory rules cease to apply, occur 
sporadically, or simplified (Campbell and Muntzel 1989; Schmidt 1985), correlating with a 
proficiency continuum and age, as older speakers tend to exhibit higher proficiency in the 
endangered language and apply obligatory rules more consistently (Dorian 1978, 1994).  
However, some variants may not be age-correlated, and may display unsystematic variation 
throughout the pool of speakers. The patchwork of inconsistencies increases as these 
unsystematic variants affect general attrition patterns. In this paper, I plan to present consistent 
and inconsistent variants in subordinate clause attrition in Judeo-Spanish, an endangered dialect 
of Spanish spoken in Turkey.   
  Dressler (1996) suggests that monostylism in languages in shift leads to syntactic decay 
and loss of subordinators and subordinate clauses. Therefore, this may be perceived as syntactic 
attrition in correlation with age and proficiency. I collected this data in Istanbul in 2007, through 
a series of sociolinguistic interviews administered to seventeen informants ages 30 to 85 divided 
into three age groups. These participants produced sentences with four variations in subordinate 
clauses: subordination with ke + indicative, subordination with ke + subjunctive, subordination 
with de + infinitive, and periphrastic constructions to avoid subordination altogether. From these 
subordination strategies, a Chi-Square test demonstrated that only the distribution of variants of 
subordination with ke + subjunctive was significant (p < 0.01) and that subjunctive loss 
increased in younger speakers. The other variants were not significant or systematic, but 
contributed to overall patterns of subjunctive attrition by eliminating the subordinate clauses 
necessary for obligatory subjunctive presence.    
  
 


